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The #1 New York Times bestseller from Brandon Sanderson, the author of Oathbringer,
coauthor of Robert Jordan’s The Wheel of Time series, and creator of the internationally
bestselling Mistborn trilogy. And don’t miss the rest of the Reckoners series: Firefight and
Calamity. How far would you go for revenge if someone killed your father? If someone
destroyed your city? If everything you ever loved was taken from you? David Charleston will
go to any lengths to stop Steelheart. But to exact revenge in Steelheart’s world, David will need
the Reckoners—a shadowy group of rebels bent on maintaining justice. And it turns out that the
Reckoners might just need David too. Look for book two in the Reckoners series, Firefight,
available now.Praise for the Reckoners series#1 New York Times Bestselling Series“Another win
for Sanderson . . . he’s simply a brilliant writer. Period.” —Patrick Rothfuss, author of the New
York Times and USA Today bestseller The Name of the Wind “Action-packed.” —
EW.com “Compelling. . . . Sanderson uses plot twists that he teases enough for readers to pick
up on to distract from the more dramatic reveals he has in store.” —The A.V. Club

Praise for the Reckoners Series:"The suspense is relentless and the climax explosive."—James
Dashner, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Maze Runner series“Another win for
Sanderson . . . he’s simply a brilliant writer. Period.” —Patrick Rothfuss, author of the New York
Times and USA Today bestseller The Name of the Wind [STAR] “Snappy dialogue, bizarre plot
twists, high-intensity action, and a touch of mystery and romance . . . leaves [readers] panting for
the sequel.” —Booklist, Starred "Action-packed."—EW.com “Compelling. . . . Sanderson uses
plot twists that he teases enough for readers to pick up on to distract from the more dramatic
reveals he has in store.” —The A.V. Club“An absolute page-turner."”—Publishers Weekly"A
straight-up Marvel Comics-style action drama."—Kirkus ReviewsAbout the AuthorBrandon
Sanderson is the author of the #1 New York Times bestselling Reckoners series: Steelheart,
Firefight, and Calamity, as well as the internationally bestselling books in the Stormlight Archive
and the Mistborn trilogy. He was also chosen to complete Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time
series. His books have been published in more than twenty-five languages and have sold
millions of copies worldwide. He lives and writes in Utah. To learn more about Brandon and his
books, visit him at brandonsanderson.com and follow @BrandSanderson on Twitter.
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Hannibal0020, “Great New Series Despite Some Deja Vu. Steelheart, the first in a new series by
Brandon Sanderson, throws a wrench into the tried-and-true superhero formula. We all know the
usual clichés, an ordinary man or woman is gifted with special powers and uses them to fight
crime and make society a better place, only to be confronted later down the road by a
supervillain or someone who simply doesn’t possess their same sense of moral values. Where
Steelheart differs from this formula is by presenting a much darker scenario; what if the heroes
never rise to power but only the villains do, who would stop them? It’s akin to the graphic novel
Wanted or the more recent DC comic’s event crossover Forever Evil, which depicts an entire
world completely at the mercy of supervillains without a single hero in sight. The premise isn’t
entirely original, in more ways than one which I will address later. Yet like most great ideas, they
come through drawing aspirations from other works of fictions. While Steelheart is no exception,
Sanderson manages to convey a truly entertaining tale that feels all his own while working to his
many strengths as a writer.One of the most immediate aspects of Steelheart that will draw the
reader into its mythology is the striking manner in which Sanderson portrays the book’s hellish
world. The United States is no more; the dawning of the superpowered entities known as Epics
has fractured the nation into various individual city-states that are all at the mercy of the Epic
warlords, who are each vying for power over their brethren and their territory. The book itself
takes place in Chicago, now redubbed Newcago due to the drastic changes it has endured
under the control of Steelheart, the most powerful Epic in North America. Nearly every structure
and surface has been converted into pure metal, and the entire city is cloaked in eternal night
due to Nightwielder, another Epic under the service of Steelheart. Add the claustrophobia of the
less fortunate Newcago dwellers living in the filthy underground tunnels and you have a chilling
atmosphere that provides the book with a distinct sense of place that significantly adds to the
book’s overall gravitas. It’s an astonishingly well-realized low-fantasy setting that isn’t satisfied
with belonging to one genre. The technology within Sanderson’s world is so fantastical that it
feels less like something from a science-fiction novel and resonates more like an amalgam of the
two genres. It’s a compelling world that the reader will want to explore despite it being
completely inhospitable and uninviting. The only downside to the world-building is that the
dystopia aspects don’t come full-circle, or at least to the extent that I feel Sanderson wanted
them to. We’re provided details about how horrific life is living under the rule of the Epics and
their mandatory government protocols for handpicking humanity’s brightest to further expand
their government and military police force, yet it doesn’t go far enough in conveying these
themes, nor does it elaborate upon the actual process itself. A character early in the book with
relations to the protagonist is introduced and then immediately dropped for the remainder of the
story. His perspective would have been quintessential in further elaborating the harshness of
Steelheart’s twisted dystopian setting, yet in the end it feels underutilized. It’s a blemish in an
otherwise superb example of fictional world-building.Sanderson has written incredible



protagonists in the past and Steelheart is no exception. The character David is comprised of a
strong dichotomy that gives the book its heart in a couple of different ways. On one hand, you
have a boy demanding the blood of Steelheart, which gives this revenge story a great deal of
believability due to the amount of emotion conveyed and the book’s tragic prologue. Than on the
other hand, he’s a lovably dorky kid who’s constantly making bad puns and trying to attract
beautiful girls while failing miserably. This isn’t a detriment, rather it helps instill a sense of fun
into the prose; and more importantly, a sense of humanity in the face of adversaries who
seemingly have none or have abandoned theirs entirely. He’s a great character that manages to
balance the lighter comic relief moments with the book’s darker undertones of revenge and civil
unrest. Readers will find it easy to cheer for him from beginning to end.The supporting cast is
solid but nothing spectacular. One character in particular felt more like a caricature for certain
European stereotypes. However, like Sanderson’s Mistborn trilogy, the strength of his characters
through the manner in which they interact within the larger group rather than through their
individual character traits. The banter between the characters is excellent and after a while the
reader begins to feel like one of the merry band. Special notice must be given to the relationship
between David and Megan. One might initially write the relationship between these two as a
generic romance, yet I found that their love/hate relationship developed in a believable manner
as the book progressed, quickly becoming one of the book’s highlights for me.Sanderson truly
has a talent for illustrating some of the most elaborate and cinematic action scenes ever put into
a fantasy novel or any genre. Like his Mistborn trilogy, a large reason why his action scenes are
so impressive is due to the amount of depth he provides for how magic powers function in his
world and their role within the larger mythology. Everything has a place in Sanderson’s work and
it’s always galvanizing to see how each individual power or ability fits into the larger picture.By
now you’ve noticed that I’ve compared Steelheart to Sanderson’s previous Mistborn trilogy quite
an awful lot, there’s a reason for that. As much as I love Steelheart and believe it to be an
excellent addition to Sanderson’s repertoire, it does share quite a few substantial similarities to
his Mistborn trilogy to the point that I feel it needs to mentioned. Both series have humanity
enslaved by a higher race with supernatural abilities all under the control of a central leader who
fancies himself a god. Anyone who’s read Mistborn will understand what I’m getting at. Seeing
as how Sanderson thought of the premise for Steelheart during a long car ride, it’s easy to
imagine how some of his previous works may have influenced his newer ideas. There’s nothing
wrong with this, yet it does provide a bit of deja vu for fans of his work since the overall story
outline is quite familiar.Steelheart is an excellent book that combines various different genres
with action, believable drama and excellent characterization into one incredible narrative. The
book does suffer from possessing a strong similarity to Sanderson’s past work, yet it doesn’t
prevent its own unique merits from shining though. Any fan of fantasy, science-fiction or comics
should pick this up, there’s a lot to like.”

Erin Penn, “New Adult Post-Apocalyptic world - without the worldbuilding to sustain a city.



Steelheart is superpower prose story by Mr. Sanderson that caught the imagination of readers
and has gone on to become a trilogy "The Reckoners", with the final part due out in early 2016.
The world is gritty, heartbreaking, and downtrodden, making Gotham City of Batman fame look
positively upbeat. David Charleston grew up in this world, so all this is normal - what isn't normal
is his thirst for vengeance or the fact he had seen Steelheart bleed.The book could fall into the
Young Adult/New Adult category as the protagonist is eighteen and has a similar nihilist view of
the world as the popular post-apocalyptic worlds of Hunger Games and Divergent, but with a
male protagonist.Steelheart also has a similar level of worldbuilding. Sure, it stands up to the first
level. The city has been made into steel, so ground water doesn't go away except through the
amazing sewer system. A new society of elite have been born. No one in the area has seen
bananas in years. Etc. But it stops there. Like the four corner box of comics, this story doesn't go
beyond what the 18-year old understands or can see and there are enough holes in this world to
make my teeth ache.If Steelheart was marketed as a post-apocalyptic New Adult series, I would
give this four stars under the Good Reads rating / five stars under the Amazon rating because I
expect to twitch at those worlds just a bit. But I know Mr. Sanderson is capable of better and this
is marketed as superpower (not superhero because there is not a superpowered hero to be
seen) prose, I am holding the manuscript to a higher standard.Overall Steelheart is a constant
ride through a gritty, dark landscape and has some pretty interesting problem-solving happening
between the constant gunfights and danger.For those that only wanted a basic review you can
stop reading now. For those wondering what made my teeth ache for this story - which should
not affect your enjoyment of the story at all - you can read further.Okay, just us nerds now? Two
things kill me about the worldbuilding. One - where is the food coming from and Two - have you
ever lived in perpetual night?I'll start with number two. I have lived in perpetual twilight before as
part of a University of Penn study on sleep deprivation. And I can tell you those of us on the test
didn't want to cheat with catching up on sleep, or over eating, or avoiding the rectal thermometer
measuring our core temperatures. What killed us was no sunlight for two weeks. Not a single ray
of light ... except for one little corner of the window they hadn't covered quite completely. Less
than 1/2 an inch square. We didn't tell our keepers about it. We noticed it about the fourth day of
no light. We were starved for sunlight by the time we left. All of us were beginning to suffer from
depression from confinement and NO SUNLIGHT.There is no way, no matter how crazy the
world is outside of the city was, people would flock to the city faster than people would be
leaving it. Humans are just not built to live decade in and decade out with at least some UV
lighting. Since UV lighting was a no-no in the city, people would leave in droves after a few
weeks. Depression, suicide, and non-functional crazy would be constant among those
remaining - especially if you toss in the constant presence of the Epic letting you know you are
worth less than nothing. People in the northern reaches of the planet have enough problems with
reduced sunlight for a few weeks. This was years.And then we have number one which hit me
first and keeps throwing me out of the story. Where is the food coming from? Food to support
cities the size of Newcago require a large infrastructure of growing and delivering the substance.



People who spend a year dedicated to producing a crop need to know they can grow the crop
and be reimbursed for the effort, or they will cut back and concentrate on growing enough for
their family and developing a means to protect the food. Medieval serfs under feudalism paid
protectors in food. But Epics are insanely random and in the turmoil following Calamity's
appearance, food production would drop precipitously.So where is the food coming from? It is
not like Newcago can grow it - remember perpetual night and UV lighting is not allowed. And if
there is a place in the Fractured States to grow the food, how is it being transported reliably
through the terrain of dozens of warlords? At least reliably enough to feed a city. The only way is
if Steelheart regularly leaves the city for the surrounding countryside and controls dozens of
smaller areas to feed into his throne. And he has about all he can do trying to keep a lid on the
Epics directly under his thumb.At least in both Divergent and The Hunger Games, growing of
food and transporting it were touched upon. Steelheart is a comic limited to the four panel view
of Newcago and does not glimpse beyond except to mention other superpowers. Because of
this I cannot conceive the greater world and do not see how it could function; and since I don't
think the nearer world can function under the perpetual night and insanity that must run through
the steel-encased city like rainfall, no part of this world truly works for me.So worldbuilding fail in
my opinion. Mr. Sanderson took it one level, but not the next. And anyone who follows my
reviews knows, I need a good world to play in. Mr. Sanderson does not provide it in Steelheart.”

Jon Patterson, “Another Great Sanderson Story. This book is fast-moving and entertaining. The
characters are strong and it seems like a solid setup to the rest of the series. I look forward to the
next 2 books.”

Wandering Soul, “Good. Brandon is a mad genius and we all bow on the altar of his geniosity.
That's it. That's my whole review.”

Yvonne - The coycaterpillar Reads, “David vs Goliath. The Lunatics are running the asylum.It’s
been a while since a Fantasy novel has truly engrossed me, but Brandon Sanderson is a
magician amongst mere mortals. It’s usually within pages that I will be able to determine
whether a novel is going to submerge me within its world, whether I mould between its pages…I
was a goner by page two. Brandon Sanderson had my heart beating at a staccato rhythm and
my imagination on red alert. He is the master of foreshadowing, a breaker of wills and the
puppet master of emotion. This book was all kinds of awesome. Why on earth has it taken me
so long to read Brandon Sanderson’s work?Calamity has visited the earth and brought with its
cataclysmic effects. It has in its wake created Epics, an evolved human if you will. They have
superpowers, there is no rhyme or reason to the who or the why, but these epics are not the
heroes the world is expecting. They use their powers for bad…they use it to control and
manipulate. Their rule is absolute, and it’s done with an iron fist. Life is drastically altered for the
average human being. They no longer have the luxuries and things they took for granted is no



long gone. Things will never be the same again. The rule and policing from the United States
Government has collapsed like a deck of cards. In its wake we have super epics making the
rules and controlling the fractured states, some doing a better job of it than others. One such
fractured state is the destroyed city of Chicago, now known as Newcago, ruled by an extremely
powerful Epic, called Steelheart. This Epic has a mysterious past with non-epic human, David
who will spend years plotting his revenge…I have seen Steelheart bleed.David has witnessed
Steelheart at his most destructive and soul-less. The death of his father was at his monstrous
hands. Killing him was nothing, no guilt, no remorse. It was necessary. After all, his father was
the only one to make Steelheart bleed. David has dedicated ten years of his life researching the
Epics powers and what can kill them. His research is the only thing that he cares about. He
dreams that one day he will be the one responsible for ending Steelhearts vicious rule. He
acquaints himself with a vigilante group, known simply as the reckoners – they have one job – to
kill every Epic they can get their hands on, to provide hope, and faith to humankind that this rule
can end. The group is made up of five members – Prof, Tia, Cody, Abraham and Megan. An
intriguing group made up of the very existence of the human condition. They are fuelled by
emotion, strength, an iron will and a badass attitude.Just how do you kill an all-powerful being
seem to defy physics and time. Epics than can create illusions to confuse their enemies. Epics
that can power entire cities with the raw power they can harness. Epics that can harness the
darkness to kill its prey. One thing that David continues to prove time and time again though, is
that they all have a weakness. That one thing that can be used to kill them. But, how do they
discover what that is?David’s dogged determination is what gets him taken into The Reckoners
fold. He has lived for nothing else but to take down Steelheart. The fact that he has seen him
bleed has their immediate attention, no one has known why Steelheart got that scar, not even
his right-hand men. Not everyone is enamoured with the new member but what is the reasoning
behind it?“Sometimes, son,” my father said, prying my fingers free, “you have to help the heroes
along.”A True David vs. Goliath story. The story encapsulates pedal to the metal. This is exactly
how Young Adult should be written. The ending ensured I was in this for the long haul.Share
this:”

Kublai, “The Matrix. I enjoyed this. Usually I find first-person novels too irritating (why are they
talking directly to me!?! without any explanation!?) and there are a lot of poorly written ones
around. At times this jarred but it was such good storytelling that it didn't pull me from the
narrative too much.Sanderson has a good imagination and constructs workable mythologies -
everything makes sense and fits together, which is actually uncommon I find in sci-fi novels.
(Spoilers) This is, however, basically the Matrix in structure and characters. The Matrix itself was
compiled from other sources I know so can't complain, but the lack of originality - amongst the
great originality - is quite noticeable. You have a small team of revolutionaries in a sci-fi setting
trying to take down some super powerful bad guys. There is a muscley black dude who carries
machine guns, a wise mysterious leader in a long black coat, a nerdy one who orchestrates the



operation, a hot girl, and our hero the outsider who becomes crucial to the team and learns
superpowered skills. They all run around underground tunnels, speed around on motorcycles,
etc etc.There is too much dialogue throughout, and seeing as each team member has one main
character trait we keep hearing about, it begins to get a little tiring, but you do root for them and
it's a page turning read. I downloaded the next novel straight away and am looking forward to
seeing what happens in the next installment.”

Noor A Jahangir, “Superhumans but not as we know them.. My score: 3.5 out of 5Imagine a
world full of super-humans. But instead of great power bringing great responsibility, it only brings
corruption . . . and evil. Only a dedicated band of humans, calling themselves the Reckoners,
work to find a way of defeating them; the Epics.David is the only person alive who has seen
Steelheart, the Epic who rules over Newcago, bleed. He hopes that secret will be his passport to
joining the Reckoners. He has spent the last ten years studying the Epics for a chance at
vengeance, a chance to make Steelheart bleed again and avenge his father's murder. However,
David didn't fully understand what that would entail until he is caught in the middle of a hit on an
Epic. David must survive long enough to prove his worth to the Reckoners and somehow
convince them that he can defeat the most powerful Epic in the world; Steelheart.This is
essentially a revenge story set in a post-apocalyptic world caused and now ruled by
superheroes. Whilst there seems to be a good effort to classify and explain the various
superpowers on display, it lacks the hard edge theoretical science to be true SF. The characters
themselves comment on this by stating that no one really understands why these people have
become supers, though it is alluded to that a huge red comet stuck in the Earth's orbit has
something to do with it, and that the powers and weaknesses are somewhat illogical. The story
is entirely contained within Newcago, formerly Chicago until Steelheart, in a rare display of his
powers, caused most of the city to turn into metal. Steelheart rules his domain with an iron-fist,
destroying anyone who defies his rules, with the highest crime being acts of attrition against any
Epic. However, in comparison to other parts of the world, Newcago is a veritable haven, with
people generally protected from attack from anyone other than Steelheart's inner circle, plus
running water and electricity and a police force to ensure law and order. The ground level and
the high-rises are reserved for Epics and those humans that serve them, e.g. accountants,
scientists, engineers, etc. Most of the rest of humanity live underground in subterranean levels
burrowed out by people "gifted" with the ability to burrow through metal. "Gifting" is one of the
cooler innovations Sanderson has attributed to a rare few Epics. Its kind of the reverse of David
Farland's Runelords, or if you like, the opposite to Rogue's (X-Men) powers, i.e. an Epic can gift
one of his abilities for a limited time to a normal human being.The story is told in the first person,
with David as the viewpoint protagonist, filling in the reader with his encyclopedic knowledge of
Epics. David has been shaped by the traumatic experience of watching his father murdered
before his eyes by Steelheart and then spent the next ten years of his life gathering as much intel
on Epics, whilst trying to keep his head low and working in a weapon's factory becoming an



expert in guns. The supporting cast is made up of the Reckoners, with Megan, a red headed
femme fatale that favors pistols over rifles, Cody, a Scotsman from Tennesee with a penchant for
wild stories, Abraham, a French-Canadian who provides the voice of reason and superior
marksman skills, Tia, a tech wizard with a sweet-tooth for Cola and Prof, the enigmatic leader of
the Reckoners.The writing and dialogue is solid and functional, telling the story well enough with
little artistic flair. But perhaps that isn't so important in the bigger picture of presenting an
interesting take on the superhuman mythos. The plot really does come into its own after David
has become a fixture within the Reckoners. I found some of the twist perdictabe, nevertheless
the execution of these twists and the pacing is faultless, with the big reveal at the end still worthy
of the time invested in the book by the reader.Sanderson supposedly developed the original
idea in 2007, but it is difficult not to draw parralells with the plot of Injustice: Gods Amongst Us, in
which Superman is tricked into killing Lois Lane by the Joker (just like Herucles was tricked by
Hera), who then kills the Joker in cold blood, then goes on to establishing his dominion over the
world and all the other superheroes and villains. The Reckoners sound a lot like a dispersed and
under-funded version of Batman Inc, with the Prof even doing a good impression of the Bat in
his black lab coat and apparell. There are even a few nods in the story to Superman, with
David's dad wearing a Superman tshirt when he is killed by Steelheart, who incedently could be
a dead-ringer for the last son of Krypton, and Abraham wears an "S" shaped locket around his
neck. Despite these similarities and homages, Steelheart still comes across as an original take
on the superhero mythos and will definitely appeal to fans of Tom Reynold's Meta and the
Double Helix series by Jade Kerrion. There is a good chance that Steelheart will be picked up by
Hollywood and will grace the silverscreen in the not to distant future. What I would like to see is a
video-game adaptation of this book. Would I read the inevitable sequel? Most definitely, yes.”

A Scary Man, “Really enjoyed this one. I'm in my 30s so probably outside the primary target
audience for this book, but I still really enjoyed it. The writer managed to put what was (for me)
an interesting twist on the usual superhero genre, as well as cleverly subverting two of the usual
cliches:- The beautiful girl who initially hates the hero but is initially won round to become his
doting lapdog - looked like it would happen but didn't!- The legendary mentor who for no reason
has to take a back seat to the young inexperienced protagonist (Gandalf anyone?) - looked like it
would happen but didn't!Only real criticisms would be that the dialogue is a little clunky and the
Reckoners are a little too quick to start listening to their new rookie's suggestions and theories.I
am eager to continue by reading Firefight, and it's not often the first book of a trilogy/series
inspires me to keep going with it.”

The book by Brandon Sanderson has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 5,865 people have provided
feedback.
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